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Backgrounds

 In non-specific tasks for the KWS,
the LVCSR based approach is
widely used since that it does not
require any prior knowledge about
speech for searching the keywords.

 Traditional hybrid model LVCSR
system is complicated. The
construction of acoustic model is
divided into several stages. State
level model is constructed without
actual meaning in phonetics. It is
difficult to bring in knowledge of
phonetics for specific language to
acoustic model.

 CTC is a direct method for
sequence labelling tasks with
recurrent neural network model. It
can simplify the architecture of
LVCSR with a single recurrent
neural network (RNN).

 We construct our keywords spotting
system based on CTC acoustic
model for Mandarin.

 The model is constructed for the
initials and finals of Mandarin
syllables.
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 In this paper, we construct an
end-to-end acoustic model
based ASR for keywords
spotting in Mandarin.

 This model is constructed by
LSTM-RNN and trained with
objective of connectionist
temporal classification.

 The input of the network is
feature sequences, and the
output the probabilities of the
initials and finals of Mandarin
syllables.

 Compared with hybrid based
ASR systems, the end-to-end
system achieves a improvement
of 6.32% on ATWV relatively.

EvaluationsTraining CTC Based

Acoustic Model

 The network consists of four

unidirectional LSTM layers, each

layer has 320 cells.

 The models are trained on RASC863:

863 annotated 4 regional accent

speech corpora [19]. The corpora

contains 250 hours of speech in

Mandarin. The speech is sampled at

16kHZ.

The objective function is the probability

of symbol sequence respect to feature

sequence.

Using Forward-Backward algorithm, the

probability can be calculated effectively.

The partial derivative of the objective is

The front-end of keywords spotting

system is an ASR system. Then the

candidate results of ASR will be

converted to an index for searching

keywords.

The search index is constructed with

timed factor transducer algorithm. The

weight of an arc of a timed factor

transducer is a three tuple which saves

score, start time, and end time.

Searching is divided into two steps.

First, compiling the query string to an

linear finite state acceptor. And then

compose the acceptor with the index.

The time information of where the

keywords occur can be obtained by

projecting the WFST.


